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1. I used 9mm gaboon ply for the egg crate, framing, transom etc and 4 mm ply for the floor,
sides, deck, tanks etc.
2. When making the egg crate, take care with the round measurements in the bottoms of frame
1 and 2. The round in frame 1 shown in the S&G plans (41mm) is probably a little excessive – I
used 29 mm at frame 1. Round at frame 1 helps to achieve a “chineless” entry profile, if
desired.
3. When setting up the jig, take care to ensure that frame 2 and the transom are parallel and
square to the jig centreline.
4. Check the spring measurements at Frame 2 and 5 (C2.21 and C2.22) when the egg crate is
placed in the jig. The S&G boat comes close on both these measurements. A full height
transom (C3.6 – 387 mm) and a built up bow (see later) may be needed to get comfortable
measurement. Some alteration of the spring measurement can be obtained by tilting the egg
crate in the jig – tilting the nose up (i.e. towards the floor when upside down) increases the
spring measurements.
5. Buy timber for stringers, risers, inwales etc planed to size – this considerably reduces the time
for construction. Moyle Bendale in Adelaide (08 8347 1677) prepared nearly all the timber
needed for 10232 in good quality planed western red cedar for $211.15.
6. When attaching the stringers, risers, inwales etc to the jig, run the timber through the
transom. This avoids having to cut the timber to the exact size between the bow and the
transom. The overhangs can be cut off once the glue has set.

Timber through transom
7. Use cable ties to attach stringers, risers and inwales to the bow, frame 1, frame 2, transom and
jig frames while gluing. Holes drilled in frames, transom and frame 2 to take cable ties can be
filled later.
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8. Ensure that enough plastic sheeting is used on the jig under glue points to prevent glue and
boat ply/timber sticking to the jig.
9. I used a chine stringer, which makes attachment of side and bottom skins easier than true
S&G. If using a chine stringer, ensure that the curve in the stringer is the same on both sides of
the boat, and that the frame 3 and maximum width chine to chine measurements are OK. NB
measurement D1.1 maximum width chine to chine applies only to fibreglass boats, but it is
good practice to ensure compliance of S&G boats to this measurement.
10. Be careful with measurement D1.3, chine to chine at 2915 mm from transom (near frame 1).
The S&G plan is close to maximum for this measurement. The distance from the transom is
measured with the tape held straight around the boat, not following the chine line, using a
large pair of callipers made from scrap ply. If too close, recess the chine stringer into frame 2 a
little more.
11. I ran a 19x19 mm stringer in the jig on each side of the floor halfway between the side
buoyancy and the hog, from frame 1 to the transom. The floorboard supports were later
attached to this. If floor stringers are used, make sure that the jig frames are cut so that the
stringers can come out easily when the boat is lifted off the jig.

Timber on jig – inwales, riser, chine stringer, floor stringer

Gap to allow stringer to come off jig
Stringer in jig
Jig frame

12. Laminate the two timbers that make up each inwale in the jig, not before they go into the jig –
they are much easier to bend as single thickness timbers.
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13. I did not use a stringer for the bottom of the buoyancy tanks. Use of a stringer would probably
make it easier to join the buoyancy tank and the floor. If placed in the jig, this stringer need
only extend from frame 2 to the transom, but could be taken forward of frame 2 to assist with
floor stiffening.
14. I used a 19x12 chine stringer. This was not large enough to provide a gluing surface in both
planes (floor and side) forward of frame 2. The stringer was built up using trimmings from the
side of the hog forward of frame 2 to provide a larger gluing surface.

Doubling up chine stringer forward of frame 2
15. I found that the bow needed more backing timber than shown in the drawings. I glued in
some WRC blocks, and then shaped them to form a virtual bow block that would eventually be
covered in ply.

Bow block
16. Fair off all the timbers – hog, stringers etc to get a good ply fit. File out passages in the floor
stringer to allow water movement between the stringer and floor at several points (especially
right at the transom, and also directly forward and aft of frame 2). I used a half round file.
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Make sure that these points are well sealed with epoxy before or during gluing of the bottom
skin.

Water passages filed
in stringer

17. Check the V measurement 2250 mm from transom (D1.4), with 4 mm ply scrap clamped to the
side of the chine stringer. A piece of straight timber is placed on the hog, and the distance
down to the chine on each side is measured. The sum of these measurements is divided by
two. Measurement without keel and ply in place on the hog should be somewhere near
minimum of 115 mm (D1.4 is taken with the thickness of keel subtracted, and the bottom ply is
planed to hog level before keel is applied). Plane down the chine stringer if required to get
enough V.

Checking V
18. I used 4mm gaboon ply for the bottom and side panels. This ply had unequal laminate
thickness (thick core), and was quite soft….easy to bend for construction, but really needs
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fibreglass/epoxy sheathing to make it stiff enough. Gaboon with equal size laminates is
virtually unobtainable in Adelaide.
19. The ply joins were formed with a routed step, glued and then backed with ply. I used 4 mm
hoop pine, stiffer than the gaboon, as backing ply for the bottom sheets. I should have used
gaboon, as the stiffer ply flattened out the natural ply bend at the joining point and needed
fairing. The side sheet joins were backed with glass tape.
20. I placed the join for the ply sheets at the front of the boat. I’ve used this technique in the past
to get improved stiffness up front. However, the tendency of the backing ply to pull down the
natural ply bend was an issue. If ply backing is used with a forward join, it must be checked
into the hog and stringers (chine and floor).
21. One advantage of a chine stringer is that the side ply and chine edge of the bottom ply do not
need to be cut to exact shape. Cut these edges proud of the marked lines when cutting out
sheets.
22. The bow profile of the side ply should be cut pretty much to plan, but the transom edge can
also be left proud. The bow can be bogged up with epoxy and shaped later.
23. Attach side sheets first. Apply glue, clamp in place to get approximate position and then
attach. I had decided from the start to paint the bottom, so fixing methods did not need to
leave a pretty finish. I used the staple and match method. An electric staple gun certainly
helps. Clamps may be needed top and bottom of the side ply sheets towards the bow to help
the staple grip.

Side ply attached
24. When glue has set, plane side ply back to the chine stringer.
25. Apply bottom ply. I found that the ply bent at the bow quite easily when a floor steamer was
used (Ronson Steam n Clean – highly recommended!).
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Steamer in action
26. I used staples/matches in low stress areas of the bottom, tek screws towards the bow on the
chine and a tek screwed wooden batten on the hog to hold the bottom ply while the glue set.
Gravity clamps (aka bricks) are also handy!

27. Remove all fastenings, fill holes with thickened epoxy and trim overhangs.
28. Plane off ply over hog to a flat surface. Glue on keel. Be very careful to get this straight.
29. Remove attachments between jig and frames, and the boat should lift cleanly off the jig.

30. Brace the boat to a complying width measurement (C2.4), allowing for the thickness of a later
application of surface coating to the outside of the ply on both sides.
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Boat braced to a complying width measurement
31. Gunwales – I used WRC, with a silver ash strip rubbing added later when the deck was on. My
gunwales are maximum width to give a drier boat and easier lifting. If full width units are
used, they must be shaped to get compliance to maximum width fore (64mm) and aft (51mm)
of the chainplates. More 32x12 timber is needed over and above the material list if full width
gunwales are used.

Gluing gunwales. Note taper of second strip from outside to get measurement compliance.
32. Glue in the stringers for the side tank frames. Use cable ties to clamp these in position while
gluing.
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Cable ties used to clamp side tank stringer while gluing
33. Transom stiffener pieces also go in at this stage. I found that the stiffener at the top of the
transom specified in the S&G plans (69x12, I used western red cedar) was not enough. I added
a strip of 6mm ply glued to a strip of 4mm ply.

Side tank top inner stringers and transom stiffeners in position
34. Tank sides. The patterns off the S&G plans can be used, but I “swizzled” these to fit neatly at
frame 2, transom and the floor. To swizzle, pin a sheet of cardboard to the frames, smaller
than the ply that will be needed. Use a swizzle stick (I used half of a Stanley angle gauge) to
mark the cardboard. Take the cardboard off and pin it to a sheet of ply. Use the same swizzle
stick to mark the ply in a reverse process – join the dots and cut the ply to shape.
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Swizzling, stage 1 – hold the stick against the bottom ply and mark the cardboard

Swizzling, stage 2 – mark the ply, join dots and cut out
35. Before gluing in the side tank sides, put doubling timber under the side tank stringers where
the thwarts will go through the side tanks. Check out the outer top of the side frame and glue
timber in. The top stringer and ply will be cut away later where the thwart goes through the
tank.
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Side tank frame checked for doubling timber under thwart

Doubling timber
under thwart
bearer entry
points

36. Glue in side tank sides. After the glue to the frames and stringer has set, fillet glue the side
tank sides to the hull bottom. If a bottom stringer is used, fillet gluing is not necessary. While
in a filleting mood, fill all the gaps between the hull and frames/stringers (except for the
waterways). Alternatively, this can be done progressively, using glue left over from jobs along
the way.
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Gluing in side tank sides. Note centreboard case slot is already cut through the hog and keel.

Glue fillets for tank side to bottom join. Fillets also applied to chine stringer
37. Floorboard supports – The two outer units extend from frame 2 back to the front of the rear
thwart. I built these from strips of 9mm ply, shaped to the bottom of the boat. They were
glued onto the stringers. Water passages should be drilled in these – big ones above the level
of the stringer once installed, and filed gaps on the bottom to match the position of the
passages already filed in the stringers.
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Filing water passage in bottom of floorboard support to match position of similar passage in stringer

Floorboard supports with water passage holes cut, as well as filed gaps in bottom
38. Glue in floorboard supports. These are glued to the stringer. I glued them to the inner side of
the stringer. Be careful not to block the water passages under the stringer and floorboard
supports with glue.
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Starboard floorboard support clamped in, port side ready to go.
39. Centre floorboard support aft of centrecase – I routered a slot in the hog to take this support,
although it could be edge glued and filleted without any problems.
40. Rear thwart bearers – gaps for the rear thwart bearers are cut in the side tanks, through the
stringer, but over the top of the doubling timber that was glued in earlier. The angles for the
ends of the thwart bearers are quite complicated, but do not have to be exact – gaps can be
filled with thickened glue. Any gaps between the bearer and the side tank framing can also be
filled with glue.

Rear thwart bearer notch cut in side tank.
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Rear thwart bearers glued in
41. Centreboard case. This is probably the most difficult step to get right. I recommend doing all
positioning using the board that will be used in the boat, (or an accurately cut blank). Watch
the following:
a. Width of the gap in the case. I wanted to fit a maximum size (18mm) board, so needed
19mm case gap. Getting the right width of packing to match this width on the tang
from the strongback is difficult. I ended up with 9 mm ply (strongback tang) with a
piece of 6 mm ply planed/sanded down to 5 mm glued on each side.

Making up spacers to get centrecase slot width right. I needed 5mm on each side of the
strongback tang. Floorboard support is lying on the floor, yet to be glued in.
b. I built the case in place in the boat. It may be possible to prefabricate the case by gluing
the sides to the rear spacer and the two front spacers, with a piece of 9mm ply in
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between the two front spacers covered in glad wrap to stop it sticking to any stray glue.
When the glue is set, the piece of 9mm ply can be slipped out. The assembled case can
then be placed in position, with the strongback tang (with glue applied) taking the place
of the ply covered in gladwrap.
c. Fore and aft alignment – the centre of the case must be on the boat centreline, and the
case must be vertical. I recommend cutting the slot in the hog/keel larger than required
and then tack gluing the sides of the case to the hog. The gaps between the hog and
the case can be bogged up later with thickened glue once the tack glue has set and you
are sure that the case is in the right position. If the case is not straight or vertical after
the first attempt, cut through the tack glue, reposition and tack glue it again.
Repositioning will be a little difficult as the front of the case will be locked to the
strongback tang, but there will be enough flex to change it if necessary.
d. While gluing, keep the case sides parallel with internal spacers of the right width (19mm
in my case) covered in gladwrap to stop them getting stuck.
e. Position fore and aft – This is very difficult to get right without a board for trial insertion.
The S&G drawings appear to give a board placed further forward than I wanted. I built
out the tang from the strongback with a spacer to move the board back to close to
minimum from transom (measurement D2.2)
Spacer

Strongback
tang

Checking centreboard position - cardboard pattern for spacer to move board aft is in place
f. Length of case – if a spacer is used at the front of the case, the case length as shown
may be a little short for maximum length boards. Do not cut the case sides to the exact
dimensions on the S&G plans - check with the board that is to be used in position and
trim the case sides accordingly.
g. Case height – the sloping section aft of the front thwart beam position is a little low in
the S&G plans – leave a bit of meat on this and trim to suit the board later.
42. Sealing of the inner surface of the case - I’ve restored two wooden boats with case interiors in
poor condition. Re-sealing them with epoxy without drips or runs isn’t easy. Do a good job at
building. I sheathed the inside surfaces of the case sides with light glass cloth and faired them
flat prior to assembly.
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Assembling the centre case in the boat. The case could be prefabricated prior to insertion.
43. Deck supports – I glued my deck supports to the side buoyancy frames. This gives added
strength and prevents flex in the side ply at the top of the side tanks. The width of the deck is
a matter of personal choice – I made my decks wide close to frame 2 to get near the minimum
jib sheeting angle, but brought them back to a narrow measurement aft of the front thwart for
maximum comfort.
First, make up templates for each support:

Template for deck support
Cut out the supports and glue them in:
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Glue in packer pieces around each support to ensure that there is a continuous gluing surface
for the top of the side tanks:

Packing pieces glued in around deck support.
44. Floorboard supports – centrecase and side tank. I glued these on two at a time (one side tank
and one centrecase) by putting the boat on its side and using gravity clamps (bricks) to hold
the timber in position. After doing one pair, I put the boat up on the other side and did the
other two. No screws needed!
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Gluing in floorboard supports on one side tank and one side of centre case. Note that notches are cut
for front thwart
45. Front thwart bearers – cut out side tank tops to take front thwart bearers. Centre case top is
also cut out to take bearers. Glue in bearers. Cut out centre of forward front thwart bearer
when the glue is dry.

Centre case checked out for front thwart bearer
46. Add extra timber, if desired. I glued 19x19mm timber to the tops of the centre case sides, a
stringer in each side buoyancy tank between the thwarts and extra supports under the front
thwart.
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Timber along centre case sides

Stringer in side tank top
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Stringers in front thwart
47. Fibreglass tape inside tanks – I put quite a bit of glass tape inside the side and front tanks, over
the chines and other joins, just to be sure.

Glass tape in side tanks – chine, join with floor, frames.
48. Side tank tops – I swizzled these to get a good fit, especially around the deck supports.
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Swizzling side tank tops

Side tank tops fitted
49. Carlins – fit as per plan, using a double lamination. One laminate terminates at frame 2, while
the other goes through to the strongback. The carlins can be taken right through the transom
and cut off later. I placed a countersunk screw through the first lamination of each carlin into
each deck support, and glued the next lamination over the recessed head. I also fitted a deck
stringer from frame 5 forward to frame 1, and several lateral supports between the inwales,
carlins and deck stringers.
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Carlins at transom

Lateral deck supports in place

Carlins at front. Deck stringers are being glued in.
50. Deck build up at bow – to ensure that the spring measurements are right, it may be necessary
to build up the height of the bow. I used two thickness of 4 mm ply. This was continued all
along the centre of the strongback and faired back on the gunwales, inwales, frame 1 and
frame 2 to give an even curve. The transom must be cut to give maximum height once capping
is applied, also to maximise spring.
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Bow built up with ply. Note the backing ply (lighter colour) used for the bottom ply join
51. Mast step – I beefed up the area under the mast step with pieces of 9mm ply.

Extra support under mast step
52. Bottom – the bottom was faired with epoxy paste. Heavy glass tape was applied over the bow
and keel along the centreline, and the skeg glued on. This was also glassed on the bottom
surface. The exterior of the boat (bottom, side, bottoms of gunwales and transom) was then
sheathed in 25 gsm fibreglass cloth and epoxy resin
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One side sheathed, only one more to go!
53. Lateral floor stiffeners – I put two lateral floor stiffeners in each side. These also give more
floorboard support. They are made from three pieces – one piece each side of the longitudinal
floorboard support, and a linking piece.

Interior showing lateral stiffeners on the
floor

Last piece of floor stiffener being glued in place.
This piece goes through a gap cut in the
floorboard support to lock the other two pieces
together. The pieces on the left and right butt
up against the floorboard support.
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Another view of the floor
54. Floorboards – I used a tried, true and cost effective method of getting a non-skid finish. Lay
fibreglass flywire mesh over the boards, and smother it in varnish. Trim the flywire back to the
board size with a sharp knife after the varnish has dried.

Flywire over floorboard
55. Stain on decks, floorboards and thwarts – I used Wattyl Craftsman cedar stain on these,
topped with varnish (Bondall Exterior, available from Bunnings). It makes gaboon ply look
classy! It is important not to get epoxy on the ply if you want to use this technique – I actually
masked the whole top ply surface sheet with plastic sheet when applying the deck to keep it
glue free.
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Masked fore deck ready to glue.
56. Thwart tops – I put the thwart tops on quite late in the process, after painting the interior.
Access is much easier without the thwart tops in place. To get a good fit, make sure that the
side tank ply is cut in a straight line between the thwart bearers, and cut the thwart tops also
in a straight line. The fit should be just about perfect.

Marking thwart tops
57. Finished hull
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